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ABSTRACT
Energetic solar flare partacles, both electrons and protons, must
survave the turbulent envaronment of a flaring loop and propogate to
the lower corona or chromosphere in order to produce hard X-ray and
y-ray bursts. Thas plasma turbulence, often observed an soft x-ray
line widths to be an excess of i00 km/s, as presumably capable of
efficiently scatterang the fast flare partlcles. Thls prevents to some
degree the free streamang of accelerated partlcles and depending on the
amplitude of the turbulence, restricts the partlcles to diffusive
propogation along the length of the loop to the target chromosphere.
In addition this turbulence is capable of performlng additlonal
acceleration of the fast partacles by the second order Fermi mechanasm.
For compact flares with rise tlmes < 10s, the acceleration effect is
small and the propogat_on of the particles is governed by spatlal
diffusion and energy loss in the ambaent medium.
The solutaon of the tame dependent diffusaon equation wath
velocity dependent daffusaon and energy loss coeffacients yaelds for
the case of non-relativistic protons particle precapatataon rates whach
are necessary for calculatlng thick target y-ray emassaon and also
yaelds the total thin target emassivaty. The thick target emlssaon is
necessaraly delayed wath respect to the particle accelerataon or
injection by more than the mere travel time of the particle over the
loop length. Equivalent numbers are calculated for the case of
relatavistic electrons where in addataon the t_me-dependent electron
populataon at the top of the loop is calculated. This is useful in
estimatang the resulting _-wave emassaon. The results show relatlve
timing dafferences in the different emlssion processes whach are
functaons of particle species and energy and the poant of an3ectaon of
the particles into the coronal loop.
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